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About the National Institute of Justice `)

4 Tile National Institute ofJustice is a resea' rch, development, and evaluation center w ithin,the U.S. Depanment
oflustice. Established in 1979 by the Justice System Improvement Act, NIJ builds upon the foundation laid by
the former National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, the first major Federal reseanh program-.-
on crime and justice.

Carrying out the mandate assigned by Congress, the National Institute-of Justice:

Sponsors research and development to improve and strengthen the criminal justicc s) stern and related civil
justice aspects, with a balanced program of basic and applied research. : ..
Evaluates the effectiveness of fed ally-funded justice improvement programs and identifies programs that
promise to be successful if contin vd or repeated.

Tests and demonstrate,s4iew and improved approaches to strengthen the justice s) stem, and recommends
actions that can be taken ly Federal, State, and local governments and private organizations and individuals
to achieve this goal.

Disseminates information from research, demonstrations. evaluations. and special programs to Federal,
State. and local governments, and serves as an international clearinghouse of justice informatign.
Trains criminal justice practitioners in research and evaluation findings. aria assists the research community
through fellowships and special seminirs, .. -.

Authority for administering the Institute an awarding grains. contracts, and cooperative agreements is vested

'priorities
the NU Director, in consultation with a 21-member Advisory Board. The Board recommends policies and

priorities and advises on peer review procedures. 1 .
.

NIJ is authorized to support research and experimentaticin dealing with the full range of criminal justice issues
and related.civil justice matters. A portion of its resources goes to support work on these.long -range priorities:

Correlates of crime and determinants of criminal behavior
Violent crime and the violent offender
Community crime prevention

_Caregr criminals and habitual offenders
. .

Utilization and deployment of police resources
Pretrial process: consistency, fairness, and delayreduction

o Sentencing
Rehabilitation
Deterrence

Performance standards and measures for criminal justice
1

Reports of ND-sponsored studies are reviewed by Institute officials and staff The views of outside experts
knowledgeable in the report's subject area are also obtained. Publication indicates that The report meets the
Institute's standards of quality, but it signifies no endorsement of conclusions'or recommendations,

o
James L. Underwood
Acting Director . I
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I. . INTRODUCTION

To a very significant degree, the success of any public Communications
effort on behalf of crime preventioh depends directly on the kinds and amounts
of control that communicators can institute and, carry out directly vis-a-vis
explications of: (1)tobjectives and goals, (2) themes, (3) appeals,
(4) targets', (5) media, and (6) timing of dissemination. The fewer are the-
components over which communicators can exercise direct control,,the more
likely will their deperidence be on serendipity, random chance, coincidence,

, and audience self-selection for the achievement of "effects." ender these
circumstances "effects" will be difficult to identify; oftentimes they will (
be inconsistent and even contradictory; and most importantly, such "effects"
will be variable rather than singular or monotonic.

Research in mass'communicatiOs informs usAhat in those instances where
communicator control is neither exclusive nor persistent, -we can expect sbme
"effects" to occur in. each of three audience "response" domains--in their
levels of information; in their beliefs, attitudes and opinions;.andin their
actions. But to expect substantive changes to occur equally within each
response rubric would be quite unrealistic.

In the real world, purposive mass media efforts designed to persuade can
be expected to accomplish a good deal in the general areas of raising awareness
and interest levels among various .publics; somewhat less in the areas of
attitude change, and motivation; and just a discouragingly limited degree of
success in-generating recommended action-taking. Still, even with the limited
prospects for affecting large-scale behavioral changes,*it is essential that
control of purposive mass communications on behalf of rite preventiS be ,

,grounded as much empiricism as possible. The questions we must ask in
assessing a given campaign are multiple: FiQu much awareness did the campaign
generate and along whom? How much belief, attitude, and value formation
and/or change did it produce and among whom? How much motivation did it
stimulate and, among whom? How much behavioral change did it induce, and
among whom? How much reinforcement did it accomplish, and among whom?

Precisely,.these.were the que-stions addressed in thE evaluation of the
early phases of the McGruff public-service advertising campaign.

In this patticular evaluation the concern was mainly with finding out,
what happens when a major nation-wide mass media effort is made on behalf of
crime-prevention,under conditions of minimal control by LEAH regarding the
detailed specifics of the targets to be addressedt appeals and messages to be
formed and disseminated;.and most importantly, with no control whatever over
where he advertisements were to be placed or when they would appear.*

*Because Federal law prohibits agencies of the government to purchase media.
space .and time, the McGruff campaign had to rely on the ioluntary placements
of the ads as "public service announcements" (PSAs) in various media across
the USA. , - .

.;
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' A substantial portion of this report then is devoted to evaluating the
initial phase McGruff campaign effort, not in qder to sit in judgm* of its
successes or failures; but rather, to learn from.this particular undertaking--
how to do it even better in the future.

"Doing it,even better in the future" requires an aggregate investigative,
effort that falls under the general rubric of meta-research, a research
method that has been receiving increasing attention from mass communications
researchers specifically, as well as from social science researcher in
general.

The observations of diffusiontheoaist Everett M. Rogers, in his
presidential address to the 1981 conference of the International Communication
Assocjation, are particularly important to_ nose:

'An essential activity for any scientific field is to
generalize from empirical4 data to higher levels of
abstraction. Every scientist performs a type of such
generalization when a theohatical hypothesis is tested
with. empirical evidence. But a further type of generali-
zation is also necessary for a research field to advance
,through the systematic accuulation of tested hypothepes:

generalizations, principles, and laws from a
number of researches that have been conducted on a
particularwtopic....

Most of us want more than one study to provide
confirmatory evidence about a research finding. 4

Meta research is an essentia.httep in the application
of research results to. practical problems. (emphasis
.ours.) Only rarely tan ,the knowledge provided by a
single study lead directly to solving some social probleins;
even in such a rare case, We would wish to compare the
results from our single study with the conclusions from
other revious researches, so as to better, judge their
truth claims.

-Clearly, if future mass media effortson behalf of crime 'prevention are
to come under increasing communicator controls 'that are to be empirically**

:based, they must rely on more than a single studylbr guidance:

As a consequence, for guidance in this particular investigation we have
turned mainly to the literatures 'on salient aspects of public behavior vis-a7vis
crime and its preventio as well as to the literature on the effects of
purposive mass communications on behalf of self-protection plus analogous
efforts in social amelioration such as health. Abett4ng the findings fl'om
these secondary sources are our own primary data, principally data regarding
certain effects of he initial McGruff campaign.

2
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The focus of this research has been on those crime prevention messages
that are disseminated via the mass media for th6 principal purpose of persuading
message recipients to take theactions advocated.

Excluded from consideration in this study were crime prevention messages
that are exchanged privately; didactic messages that are designed mainly for
formal instructional activities; and advertising 'messages that are desilried
to sell products such as burglar alarms, door and window locks, firearms apd
such. Additionally,- technical reports, straight news and commentary, and
fiction and drama whichlay touch on crime, prevention were excluded as well.

In-this report a number of problem's and issues are raised--problemS and
issues that from our primary and secondary source research appear to call for
particular attention at this time. Undoubtedly, there will be additional
issues. and problems that the reader will recognize as important--ones whic
the authors have either downplayed or neglected to acknowledge at all. Jus
as no one media campaign can possibly accomplish all the communications
objectives that can.be considered ideal, no one research effort can possibly
contend with all the pertinent issues and problems that are inhereht, in-the
outcomes of that reseaech.

The University of Denver study addressed five major issues and problems:

1.,, What-structural/situational is;ues must any public communication
crime prevention effort accept as "givens"?

2. What happens when various publics_ with varying experiences are
directed to take specifically advociXed "crime prevention" actions?,

How is crime prevention action-taking related to and/or
infludheed by:

a. Demographic characteristic's;
2`

b. The nature of the advociled acVons;

c. Beliefs regarding responsibility for crime prevention; beliefs
about self-competence; beliefs regarding -the efficacy of
individual action-taking in reducing victimization;

.

d. Victimization experience and perception of vulnerability;

e. Information about and interest in crime and crime preventio6L

f. Opinion leadership and pacticipatiOn' in community organizations.

'3. What happens when crime'prevention advertisements are produced and
disseminated exclusively, as "public service advertisements"--PSAs?
What are PSAs, what are their functions; who are;their audiences;
what are their effects? *What are the strengths of PSAs; their
weaknesses?

if
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4. What were citizens' reactions to the initial McGruff campaign?

,,a. Who was'exposed to it?

b. 'What effects among whOm did exposure to McGruff advertisements
:,appear to generate vis-a-wk changes in: .

1. Awareness and information gain

2. Attitude-belief changes

3. Action-taking

5. Other than the placement and timind of advertis ents, what additional
components of public communications should a tha'se interested in
exercising maximum control mover crime, prevention public communications
.beaware of?

a. Delineating targets on attributes other than demographic
"characteristics. /

b. Risk-efficacy beliefs and action-taking; information and
action-taking.

c. fear appeals. /-

d. Source credibility

The present report features highlights of theories, principles, hypotheses,
and data that touch on the most salient aspects of these issues and problems
along with suggestions for their possible resolution.

el
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II. STRUCTURAL/SITUATIONAL ISSUES:' THE MATTER OF CONTE)(

-
Rightfully so, the early " McGruff': criMe prevention campaign, a\S, were a

previous number of similar efforts, was based overall on demands that
audiences take specifically suggested crime prevention actions on their own.
Synoptically, the slogan, "Take a Bite Out of Crime" was used in "McGruff" to
persuade message recipients to-elge in. some. sixty different behaViors t4 t
ostensibly would either reduce pr liminate the threat of crime,victimizatta
One cannot foresee viable crime prevention media-campaighs of -the future to
be,anything but action demanding in their thrust. However, consideration ,

must be given to the numbers of demands to be made as well as to -.the nature
of the demands themselves..

The .manifest "logic" behind these liarticular types of action demands is
simple enough:

Many "street crimes" can be prevented. The state cannot betotally
responsible for the preverition of all crimes. The individual citizen must
take on,the responsibility of protecting himself/herself; his and her loved
ones; and his and her property. One can accomplish suc protection by .

(1) becoming better informed about crime prevention and (2) by carrying out
the specific actions that "authorities" advocate.

It turns out that the latent logic of this kind of syllogist is extremely
complex, and in this complexity a veritable mine field that is pockmarked
by structural, 'situational, and, psychological barriers that can haulper,
derail 'and even annihilate _the manifest argument to the point,ofiviirtual
ineffectiveness.

For example, some publics do not believe it is the resppsibility of the
individual to "prevent crimes"; others who may actually believe in the doctrine
of citizen reuonsibility nevertheless,may not believe that qua individuals
theyware capable.orcarrying aut the actions fiat are advocated; others still
may find that from their personal situations and perspectives the-suggested
actions they encounter cannot possibly deliver the promised results.

\,,,On'another level, some publics already have developed the hapit of
performing the actions advocated, and they find new media demands to do so to
be redundant "nagging"; others find the "information" presented to them to b
"interesting," but they see little or no relation between gaining the
information and doing something about,it;1- and s0-11 other's findthe.same
information adding to their confusions and anxieties rather than dissipating
them.

*Audiences for-the original McGruff PSAs. who. requested "further information,"
received an attractive book of "hints" In the form of 60 separate imperatives
or demands.
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All this is not to\say that certain self-selected message recipients may
find the crime prevention information they happen to encounter occasionally
to be reasonable and useful and at times, even impelling to action.
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III. PUBLIC REACTIONS TO THE EARLY MCGRUFF CAMPAIGN

For primary "confirmatory" data as a check on the secondary research
that was done, a study of public reactions to'the first phases of the McGruff
campaign was conducted by the University of Denver..

The early McGruff PSAs featured (and still do) a trench-coated ,cartoon k

dog character who offered a wide variety of "hints' regarding actions to take
to avoid being victimized by street crimes. The campaign was launched during
autumn of 1979 rand has received considerable play in the nation's media 1
since. The Denver study covers the campaign's first four-month phase, based
almost 'completely on public service advertisements running as television and
rAdid'spots' and newspaper and.magazine display ads. In brief, the PSAs in
one form or another depicted the McGruff character urging citizens to help
"Take a Bite Out of Crime" b' doing such things as locking doors and windows,
keeping a watch on their neighborhoods, contacting the police about suspicious-
lOoking strangers and the like.

Two separAte surveys were used both to evaluate the impact of the first
stage of the McGruff public service advertising campaign and to gather
additional appropriate information concerning crime prevention behavior: One
survey, conducted app"roximately four months after the start of the campaign,
was based on,personal interviews with a national probability sample-of
1,500 adults. This survey was primarily designed to describe the Scope of
public exposure to the campaign and reactions.of various groups to it. The
second survey entailed use of a two-wave panel design with a smaller and less
generalizable sample, with interviews being conducted both immediately prior
to and several months after the campaign's onset. The "before"-"after' -panel
survey consisted of personal interviews conducted with an initial probability
sample of 1,050 persons over age 17 dlflaWn proportionately from three U.S.
metropolitan areas. The.main goal of the panel study was to obtain more
objective and exacting measures of campaign exposure patterns and effects
under at least a somewhat controlled situation.

Because communicators were unable to control either the placement or the
timing of the initial McGruff advertisements they were unable to control
exposure to those particular communications. The consequence of this particular
lack can be a Serious inability to control "effects."

, c\

When communicator control over exposure is missing, we cannot expect
precision-sin either targeting, exposure or effects. To a serious degree
then, se1T-selection on the partThf.message recipients takes over-4Ye in
governihg both audience exposure and reactions. Consequently, we would .

expet that reactions to McGruff would be more v less 'all over the lot."

A. Exposure to the Initial McGruff Campaign

o Overall, 30% of the national sample claimed they either had seen or
. heard McGruff public service advertisements in-the beginning of the

campaign.

k
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oo Most saw the ads on television,

oo ThOse who claimed-awareness of, the Md'Gruff advertisements were
likelier to bec, NA

000 Heavier users of the media to begin with.

000 Individuals who generally .paid particular attention to
public service announcements of all-sorts.

0
o Three demogra'hic characteristics--age,'sex, and social class-- were--

particularly in evidence with regard.toJexposures. Awareness of
the ads was most evident among

oo Younger persons /

oo Males

oo Persons occupying middle to lower sdcio- economic statuses

o Important to note is the conspicuously lower exposure rate among
the el 1

o The fo lowing attitudes, beliefs, and interests influenced exposure
to the early McGruff advertisements importantly.,

oo Persons concerned with the well-being of others ("altruists")
were more likely to have been exposed to the McGruff materials.

00 4ndividuals exhibiting relatively high levels of distrust of
others, in contrast, alsb were more apt to have encountered
the ads.

oo People who generally were highly concerned about crime, but
' not necessarily those more concerned about-crime prevention as
a subject of interest

Plus
C

oo Those-who Saw themselvqs as needing prevention-related-
.

information,: each were likelier to have been expoted to McGruff

PSAs early on.

B. Effects of the Early McGruff Advertisements in the Three Critical onse,

Areas of Information Gain, Belief-Attitude chan6e, and Behavior Cha

No Overall, the early McGruff advertisements "registered" with ,a
majority of the respohdents who claimed exposure to them.

oo_ Well over half of those who claimed'exposure

s."

0oo Were able to "play back" the contents of.the ads.,

000 Belitved the ads-were "gettihg through" to audiences
"just like" themselves. ,

o Most resp ndents who were aware of the early McGruff advertitements

}were fa able in their overall reactions to them.
\

00 Only a ligndful were "turne ff" by.them.

13
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1. Information gain effects

o More than a fourth of those who recalled the McGruff advertisements
claimed they pad learned something about crime prevention from
-them: '

oo Respondents who manifested "information gain" were apt to

ow; Manifest more distrust of others.,

o dome from lower socio-economic brackets.

o Otherwisee-respondents reporting "information'gain" did not differ lo
from the sample as a whole.

2. Belief/attitude changes

o Four of every ten respondents who were aware of the McGruff
advertisements claimed that the as did affect some of. heir crime-
related beliefs and attitudes.

oo Respondxts who came from lower economic statuses as well as

oo Respgndents who exhibipd distrust of others each was likelier
than all Ahem to claim that exposure to the early McGruff
advert' ements contributed 'to their'changing certain:oftheir
attitud s and belies about crime and crime prevention.

,0 Not all the attitude/belief changes reported, however, were related
directly to the substantive aspects of crime prevention action taking
as such.

oo For example

000 Exposure to the early McGruff advertisements appeared
mainly to increase Tespondents'/concerns regarding crime
grevention and preventioncrelated behaviors, particularly
among persons who believed themselves at risk to begin

oo Exposure appears to have increased respondents' beliefs that
their neighborhoods were dangerous.

oo And, finally, increased beliefs in their oi%ii't personal vulner-
ability were reported to have been produced among respondents

'as a result of exposures'to the initial McGruff materials.

o At the same time there was no indication from the survey data that
exposure to the beginnings of the McGruff campaign had any.discernible
impact on three critical action-taking predispositions:

preventing crimes.

oo Not on respondents' fee)ings of competence (i.e., self-
confidence) in regard to their ability to protect self and

00, Not on resp(IndeDAKr-TeInses of personal responsibility foe

loved ones.
4
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oo Not on respondents' acceptance of the principle of individual
citizen responsibility-for achieving crime prevention.

3. Behavior changes

o Fifteen percent of the 'persons: whO'claimed they saw or heard the
ads said they had changed certain pertinent behaviors as a consequence
of having encountered ,the early McGruff.

oo Women in the sample were likelier than were males to'claim
having altered, their behaviors.

00 Persons of lower income were also likelier to -report such
behKrioral changes.

o Overall -exposure to the initial McGruffCmaterial does not appear to
have influenced respondents propensities to make use of household
security devices in any measurable way.

C. A Perspective on the Early IgGruff Campaign's Effects

These data areof course difficult to assess in terms of any absolute
standard as to whether the campaign "succeeded" or not. Such decisions must
rest in part on criteria established by the campaign sponsors and producers.
Moreover, comparable' evidence pertaining to public service campaigns,
particularly in crime prevention, is most difficult10 come by.. (Hence one
of the rationales underlying this study.) Howevet, the fact that.1the McGruff
materials were recalled by nearlf 30 percent of this samigi, arid by inference
by approximately that proportion of the adult public as .4 whole, appears
noteworthy. It seems a rather pos4tive accomplishment, 04410the,reliance of
the campaign on donated "free' air time and print space, plus the great
competition for that access from other public service sector, organizations.

Further insight may be gained by,examining the responsiveness of citizens
to crime prevention inforaation campaigns in general) In this regard,
respondents in the UnivetUfty of Denver survey were asked about their levels
of exposure and attention to such messages overall as well as their perceived
needs for prevention-related information in general.,

While in some ways those respondents, who were exposed to the introductory
MCGruff PSAs superficially resemble respondents who tend to be more exposed

. to crime prevention messages overall, when multivariate controls are inserted
media-related factors evolve as the major significant predictors. In short,
the likeliest sub-groups to be exposed to prevention-protection messages in
the mass media overall are:

1. Persons ha use all the media a great deal.

2. Persons who turn to the media more for information than entertainment.

3. Individuals who for whatever reason are peculiarly sensitive to
publiC service advertisements," PSAs.

. 10
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4. People who generally are highly attentive to crime fare in the
medi&.

'

The data gathered in the University of Denver survey showed these four
factors to be generally more powerful than the more usual demographic factors
of age, sex, and educational level alone in influencing overall exposure to
crime preventioro media content. Still, demographic characteristics did
affect exposure to the McGruff advertisements to some extent. Recall that
males, younger persons, and those in lower SES bracketg were most aware of
the materials. Precisely why these, particular demographic types selected
themselves out in attending the McGruff ads is 'a matter more of where the
advertisements appeared and when--eacha.random and uncontrolled event--than
it is of conscious target identificatiOn planning and implementation on the
part of the communicators,

-From the evidence at hand McGraff campaign planners did"ndt particularly
intend to reach disproportionate. numbers in each of 'the four demographic

'--sub-groups the ads did attract. It just happened that way." '

-. Returning momentarily to prospective targets who appear to be among
those "usually" jriterested.in crime prevention information, over-representations
among the following demographic sub-groups are in evidence overall:

o. Older persons

o Women,\

o Individuals manifesting high trust in others-

In sum two sib-groups, one identified demographically, the other identified
by their prior interests in crime and information regarding crime prevention,
make up substantial targets at which any future crime prevention communications
efforts ought to be aimed.'

MItt,of the "expected" .01aracteristics of individuals with a stake in
knowing about prevention seem to form a coregeneral audience for crime
prevention messages. While exposure to prevention messages appears largely
coincidental at first blush, and is based primarily upon general media
orientation's; thosewho pay the closest attention to such fare appear to make
up a credible target audience for the content of such messages.

One implication 'of these findings s that there may be a fair amount of
inefficiency in uncontrolled mass media prevention communications if the
principal objectives are. to reach persons (1) who need such information and
(2) who would be most likely to pay high' attention to the information they
would encounter. It.is iiportant to note that the University ofDenver
survey identified these types of 'potential crime prevention message targets
t6 be disproportionately represented among:

(
oo Women

oo Persons who believe their neighborhoods to be dangerous
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oo Individuals who believe themselves to be highly vulnerable to
victimization

oo People-who tend to be more attentive to PSAs overall,

oo Individuals who spend considerable time focusing on, crime
content in the media in general.

In other words there appears to be a "natural" target sub7group'for
crime Orevention media messages within the general population. This ostensibly
is a highly motivated target to begin with, and one which the data indicate

, are ready to act. .It is a target that any eft designed to persuade publics
via, the mass media ought to focus on in the main, when the, opportunities for
clear-cut a uiori total communications control present themselves. Overall,
McGrqff initially appears to havd missed this prime "nat4d1" target somewhat.

Still, in relative terms, persons exhibiting a need for crime prevention
information were more likely tharrahers io have been ex osed to early McGruff
materials. What occurred here wa exposure to c ru Chappengd by
chance mdrQ so than as a result of "information setkinV on the part of the
information "needy." In good part then., exposure to McGruff was governed
more by the happenstance ccozerall prior high media exposure than it by

,expressed needs for crime ventioo information. This is not surprising in
light of the randomwmanner in which the materials had been disseminated as
PSAs.

On the other hand, where attitude and behavioral changes could be traced
to exposure to McGruff, they 'were altogether likelier to have taken place
among persons (1.) who expressed a need for .crime prevention information and
(2) individuals who customarily pay a high degree of attention to such
iniprmation to begin with.

12



IV. AUDIENCE SELF-SELECTION AND INFORMATION-SEEKING

The data on McGruff confirm two basic mass communications effects
principles that merit attention.

The first points to the greater efficacy ofTurposive mass communications
efforts in creating awareness as compared to their relative inability to
generate substantial changes in attitudes and behaviors.

The second touches on the matter of audience' information seeking and
self-selection as a function of need and prior interest. Here the principle
is both simple, and crystal clear: the more "useful" a person considers a
given piece of information to be (either actually or potentially) the more
(s)he might be expected to make an effort to gather it, assess it and act
upon it.

However, in examining actual "information-gathering" behavior,, researchers
have discovered that even in those instances where individuals actually
"want" certain information, they will seek it qut from media ah0 people'
sources that are readily available to them, sours that they ordinarily use
and prefer,, Information seekers (and others) normally do not "go out of
their way" 10 gather information,from sources that are beyond their normal
access (e.g., "writing-in" for additional _information). Thus, most instrumental
information that most of us normallyacquire most of the time comes to us
mostly by chance-as a function of (1) the media we usually turn to for news,'
inforMation, and entertainment plus (2) the people we usually prefer to
listen to (mostly people just like ourselves whom researchers ;label "opinion
leaders ")' for ideas, information and advice.
b Fundamentally it,is only when we are confronted with the challenge of
making a consequential behavioral decision--one that involves heavy investment
or very high risk or both--that we make a special effort outside our normal
courses of accessing information and advice. Otherwise,,ipost of our useful
information gathering occurs haphazardly and.inadvertently--4n our everyday
encounters withythe media as well as'during the course of the casual and
often random coriversations.that we normally engage in daily with friends,
loved ones, acquaintances, neighbors, co-workers.and'such.

From' the research on the dynamics of audience self-selection vis-a-vis
mass communicated information three factors of particular importance emerge
as governing information seeking first, then exposure and effectultimately:

1. Usefulness of the information On the topic concerning the seeker.

2. The general level of education of the seeker, and his /her'experience
in processing and applying intellectual as well as instrumental
information in solving problems.

3, A lack of information regarding the soundness of alternatives to
the beliefs the seeker of information`f initially holds.

13
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The research on audience self:selection affords an observation that is
summative on the subject:

For the most part, intellectual information, and instrumental information
as well, are most apt to be sought out explicitly by persons (1) who are
informed enough about a matter to recognize deficiencies in their knowledge
and (2) who are prepared to act on the basis of the "new" information they
may acquire in their search.

. Given these conditions the communicator has the responsibility then of
determining who knows what about a given topic area such as crime prevention
well before determining what to say and to whom. It appears quite critical
to au is "targeting" EIF-Trsocial marketing" ilrategy building to take into
account a priori such motivational constructs as citizen's perceived need.for
informatiOn about a given crime prevention topic. Communication effects, in
many ways°, can be seen as resulting from interactions between audience
motivations and customary media exposure and attention patterns. As the
McGruff case indicates, those respondents who appeared to be affected by
their exposure to the campaign were likelier to have seen themselves in
greater need .of crime prevention information, as well as having some prior
expectation and hope that the contents of the campaign actually might help
them do something worthwhile to protect themselves.

A most important, caveat emerges from the research on the "effects\of
information gain.

There is no clear.correlation between knowing something about crime
prevention, to cite an example,, and acting positively on that information.

On this score, data from the University of Denveruiurvey indicated that
/among those respondents who considerefithemselves to be particularly Well-

informed about crime prevention, no more than .flour in ten reported that trey
customarily engaged in person protective action-taking. In the same vein,
nearly half of those respondents who considered themSelveso be well-informed
were not persistent in their property protection actions.

Turning the (lath around, we noted that fully t fourth of the respondents
who classified themselves as being relatively "ignorant" about crime prevention
nevertheless were the most persistent in "doing the'right things" in regard
to person protection, while more than a fifthof the ill-informed were the
most persistent in regard to property protebtion.

With regard to the-influence of knowledge on perceptions of risk, there
is evidence from the survey that "ignorance" regarding "crime prevention" may
indeed be a precursor to 'bliss." The problem posed, here focuses on. tl3e

possibility that the sudden acquisition of "information" regarding crime
"prevention" by some message recipients can actually ,produce more fear about
the possibility of victimization than'would be.the case in the absence of
suchjnformation. This is precisely the case with regard to cancer prevention
information that some people acquire. The more informed many.people become
about the serigus xonsequenc'es of cancer and the limitations of effortS;to
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"prevent" it, the more fearful of cancer they become, and as a consequence,
the more resistance to "prevention" information they generate. The same may
hold true for; encounters with crime prevention information.

-11
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V. CONTROLLING PURPOSIVE PUBLIC CpMMUNICATIONS
ON BEHALF OF CRIME PREVENTION

Purposive communications on behalf of crime prevention require prior
communicator control over as many elements Of the persuasion process as is
possible.

Because no one communications strategy; thematic/appeal thrust; or
campaign"--by ffi-17f--is apt-to persuade large heterogeneous publics across
the board, it is prudent to consider directing Public communications primarily
to prospective "pay-off" targets via potential "pay-off" themes and appeals
whenever possible. 4

In.order to develop such control communications decision makers in crime
prevention can avail themselves of previous research efforts plus the
contemporary primary data that have been gathered in the University of Denver
studies. Together, the materials from both the primary andsecondary sources
that have been examined analytically form a data base on which strategies for
the control of future crime prevention public communications efforts can
rest.

A. Controlling Targets

One key to selecting targets is.prior identification of those sub-groups
within the general population who (1) arTtin'nee4 of specifictkinds of crime

_, prevention information, (2) who are interested in receivig-such information,
and .(3) who manifest some willingness and ability to act on the information
tobe provided..

This represents no easy task by any means, because what, is required here
4, is both intensive and extensive a:priori "social marketing" research that is

designed specifically *for the task of identifying such likely targets. The
University of Denver studies represent such a social marketing effort, and
they can serve as models for,future targeting,research delineatibnS: N,/

The Denver studies bring to, the fore severalhighly important consider-
ations that merit serious attention at this, point.

It is clear from the research that much more than "demographic" attributes
of potential audiences are needed in the target delineation and control
process. At minimum data on the following- -in addition to demography--appear
to be required as bases for selecting "high-prospect"Jargets:

1. Victimization'experience

2. Perceived vulnerability

. 3., Belief in one's ability to protectIseyf end property

,16
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4.' Nief in the efficacy of individual action-taking to reduce or
eliminate the threat of victimization .

-

5. Information presently
.

helti concerning crime prevention''
. e

. 2
,

6. Perceived'need for and interest in crime prevention information

7. Media usage habits

8. Past and current behavior vis-a-vis protection of self, loved ones":
2 and property

. ,

'Clearly, the purposive crime prevention messages appearing in the mass
media cannot possibly address large homogeneous "masses" who are expeited to
react to such messages-in exactly the same way at exactly the same time.o

Categorically, there exists no such phenomenon as a "mass" audience. It
is doubtful whether such ever actually did exist. "Audiences" not only are

idiSaggregated--researchers i mass communications refer to the segmentalization
bf,audiences--but they differ rom each,other in ,so many ways that most "mass,
media" messages addressed'to he.most people will be inapplicable to most
audiedces most of the time..

,

Consider the matter of "at-risk" "targets as illus4tive of the
complexities involved in identifying prospective 'targets for crime prevention
-Media messages. 'There are at least six quite. different "publics" to-be
addressed_id this one regard alone:

. .

. I. Those who are, and are likely to reMain,. relatively "safe,"
and believe.themselves to be ?safe." ;

\...

2. Those who presently 4re", and are likelyjto remain, "safe" butebelieve themselvei to be "at-ris

know it

, ..

----,
Those who presently are, andlwill-remain, "at risk," know ii"..and.,_
believe themselves to be "at 'jsk."

4. Those WhO presently are, W01; remain, -"at risk," but believe- themsWves to be "safe."' '
, .

.

:
.

5. Those who maybe temporarily "Safe," but have a good chance of-
beComing "at risk."

6. Those who may be tempbrarily, "at risk," but have^a good chance of
becoming "safe."

If one notes that in each of these'"non-demographic" target sub-groups
there will be individuals who either believe or who do not believe in the
efficacy. ortheir individualized actions to diminish, control, or eliminate
the threat of victimization, the absolute minimal' number of separate targets
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, -
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.

to be addressed within any. one such identified cohort can actually be,a
4

minimum of twelve quite'diffeTent "publics" overall.

,
. \ ,

4..

Again, it is quite unlikely .that exactly the same one message can persuade
each of these twelve different potential "audiences" with equal succes

- As a consequence, pOblic communications planners must make pre-cam 1 n

determinations of the targets they are most and least likely to reach
any one effort. Prudence suggests sustained pursuit of the high'pay-off
prospects in the main.

.

To an important extent "reaching" speci'ficNy identified targets is
.

dependent on the amount of co,q.rol communicators have..over the media their
messages are to be placed in as well as*over the timing of their distribution..
Unfortunately, the PSA process does not allow for stich control on'the part of
communicators, thereby hampering targeting control efforts quite seriously.

Until prior control over message placement can be complished, pin-point
targeting via the planning process cannot be accomplished with strong
expectations of success.- In these circumstances target control must rely
almost exclusively on the themes and appeals thatNuake up the actual contents
of messages to attract appropriate audiences rather thah on the particular
media such audiences typically turn to for news, information, ideas and
guidance. Here control over themes and appeals becomes crucial.

B. .Controlling Themes and,Appeals.

\.)

Typically, purposive public communications on behalf of crime prevention
are made up of three major themes:

1. "Factual" information regarding the "pi-oblems" that crime presents
f r the individual, the community,and society.

2. Beliefs regarding the efficacy of voluntary protection action-taking
that are offered as reasons why audiences should act on communicators'
'suggestions.

4

3. DeMands for actions in the form of imOratives.

Mass, communications research has shown that the three themes are so
profoundly interrelated,that neither one can be promulgated without encountering
considerable difficulty vis=a-vis the remaining two. Nor.can the formulation
of the three themes be divorced from the basic appeals to fear that all
messages regarding crime and its prevention necessarily must engender.

As a consequence of these considerations the present repOrt touches on
important strategic "aspects of. beliefs and action-taking, fear, 'risk
perceptions, information-giving and their roles in developing strategies for
communications control.
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C. Controlling Beliefs

)- One major contribution that. was made by the meta research efforts of
this study was'the emergent consiaeration .of the Health Belief Model (HBM) as

'a possible anizig principle around which crime prevention communications
controls might be fOrmulated:

,Brictfly, HBM. posits the proposition that individuals will take advocated
ameliorative actions under two fundamental belief circumstances: They must
believe themselves,to be'vulnerable to a danger of consequence.' And they

ti ,,most believe that compliance with 44speOftc- advocated action will result in
an actual diminution or elimination bf that danger.

By analogy then, the potentiality for audiences to take crime prevention
actions that are advocated in the media can be seen importantly to be functions
'of, th4ir beliefs in regard to their vulnerability to victimization plus their
beliefs'in the probabilities that the. advocated actions will reduce or eliminate

/ such vulnerability.

Baliefs can be influenced by communication for a number of reasons.
Beliefs are altogether concrete, and they are binary. Either we believe
something to be so, or we do not, Additionally,ewe do indeed act on our
beliefs. Because we act: or-Nor beliefs (4 well as on other for'ces) and
beliefs are potentially modifiable, we can conclude that if we can possibly
change certain inappropriate crime prevention beliefs, inappropriate crime,
prevention behaviors fiowing from thee ilewjse may be corrected ultimately.

The mass media are peculiarly suited to the formation and modification
of beliefs--crime beliefs included. They are not, by themselves, suited to
changing behavior.

Sheer intellectual information communications that are "rational,
"logical" and "coOsistent" often make very little impact on our "non-r tonal,"
"illogical," and "inconsistent" beliefs. Logic and emotion.gener$ly do not
impact upon each other. Accusing someone of beifib "illogi6aPwabout a
particular belief system will more likely result in hostility towardipt
communicator thIii in compliance withthe communicator's recommendatiOs.

I

When trying to change t ts beliefs, communicators might well bear
this in mind: Success potential lies more in efficacious attacks an the
sources of beliefs than it may in either directly challengOng the beliefs
themselves or the belieVers.

D. Controlling fear

Amongothers, the tasks of public communications on behalf of crime
prevention are:.

-1. To reinforce risk beliefs that are already in congruence with
.actual risk.

19
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2. To lower thbse
dangers.

3. To increase
'dangers.

risksbeliefs that, ikfact, overestimate actual

those risk beliefs that, in fact, underestimate actual,

In each of these Linstance&the crime prevention communicatoy must cope
with the problem of fe0,,bearing in ind the generalization that the higher
the risk that a partic"Ular threlt actually poses to a message recipient, and
themoreserious its potential consequences are, perceived to be, the mare
fear will individuals; manifest regarding laRy, aspect of that phenomenon.

. 4 ,

Nevertheless, the bulk of contemporary research suggests that high fear
arousal communications are generally more' persuasive than are'weakfear.
'arousing types-7with the following caveats:

)

1.: High fear appeals can be persuasive to a certain point of heightened
audience tension. Beyond that point of generatingintense,fdar of
catastrophe, high fear appeals are likelier to inhibit action-taking
rather than producing it.

Similarly,) high fear communications must incorporate simultaneously ,

(a) realistic. solutions that, can be pursued easily by audiences
plus 0o) explicit directions and instructions for accomplishing
such solutions.

3. High fear appeals must come from sources that enjoy the highest
:possible degreeof_credibility among message recipients.

4. They must be directed to message recipients who are ar more used
to coping with threats and dangers than they are in av iding dangers
and threats.

5. Persons who believe themselves to be highly vulnerable to crime
cannot. simply be frightened into taking appropriate actions other
than avoidance, perhaps.

E. 'Controlling Source Credibility
s

Audiences will react to themes and appeals that culminate in action
demands only if-they believe them to be reflective,of what they perceive to
be reality. The one principal way we can judge a new "reality" from what
previously may have been n-an unknown is to take the measure of the source of
-the "new" information.

We believe information about risks and, benefits as much on the basis of-
who is making the claims as we do on the substance of the claims themselves.

And we consider sources to be credible or not on the:bas of how we
judge them to be simultaneously:

20
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1. Experts on the topic.

2. Trustworthy n that they accept and defend' the validity of their
own asser ens.

3' Attractive to and empathetic with us.

For these 'reasons. we are mostapt to consider familiar sQurces.that are
similar to ourselves as credible rather than unfamiliar "outside" experts and
authorities."

F.. Controlling Risk Perceptions

From a very,,. important perspective, a challenging task, before the crime
prevention communicator,is to attempt to create congruence between targets'
subjective estimates of (the risks of being victimized and the actual risks
that obtain .in various situations calculated,, morlOor less, as tekiable
"objective".measures.

For the college-educated cosmopolitan minority of targets who are trained
to deal with abstract "risk probabilities," actuarial evidence illmathemattcal
statistical terms may be sufficient: For the majority of Americans in any.
target, group wh6 lack such education, the presentation. of such,actuarial
evidence May only be confusing and Uncertainty-provoking.

As illustrattOn consider the follbwing:

E

The older most.of.ustecoMe, the more "careful" we become; the fewer the
risk-taking behrioes we engage in; and, the greater the avoidance actions we
take? The faithful among us often depend on "Fate"..or on the "Divine" to
intervene and reduce many dangers, threats and risks--,a task that the
institutional system seemingly is unable to accomplish.

ClearTy',' communiptors will have a tough job on their hands in prying to
convince many publics who beli've Dielie quite seriously that luck and Divine
intervention will keep them secure; conyince them that, in fact, they may be
in considerable danger..: danger that requires "rational human" intervention ,
if it is to be avoided, diminished or elimiliated.

Perhaps information given in forms other than sheer exposition--forms
that are narrative,-dramatic, or even humorous- -might be important to pursue
for such targets. McGruff is an excellent example of the ability of these
non-expository formats to reach less well-educated; unsophisticatedsub-
populations. --.,
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VI. SOME GUIDELINES FOR FORMULATING RISK/BENEFITS MESSAGES

Overall, eight principles relating'to the interactions that may occur
between beliefs about vulnerability and benefits emerge from both the primary
and secondary studies undertaken at the University of Denver. These principles
can serve as important frameworks for developing theme and appeal control
strategies for future media efforts on behallif-of crime prevention.

, ,

1. Most people who neither have experiened victimization nor who
, harbor undue concerns about the possibility of victimization are

motivated to underestimate_their chances of becoming victims of
crime.

.. ,

Consequently, one objective the communicator must pursue is to
raise the estimates of risk among those who may deny they in fact

are in dahger. Before attempting to raise risk perceptions, however,
the communicator must be certain that targets understand the cOncept
of risk to begin with':

..

.

2. If a crime threat is perceived to be zero, the tendency to comply
with a recommended crime prevention action will.be zero. Again,

'the `problem here is to form realistic risk beliefs among (1) the'
unaware,.(2) the-misperceivers, and (3) the misbelievers. A word

of caption: One must be extremely careful in generating realistic

,

"i risk beliefs among targets Who do not have them. If it is done too

gently, no one will pay much attention to such 'messages. If it ice:

..
done with too heavy, a hand, as in using raw high fear appeals from

'low credibility sources, such messages are likely to generate
1 avoidance, anxiety or immobility more often than impelling appropriate

action as in Principle 4:below,

3. If a.benefit is perCeived to be ze o, the tendency to comply with a
recommended action will be zero. less the communicator can spell

bout with greatest specificity exac what. benefits will actually

accrue to targets from acceding to a particular crime prevention
action suggestion, the skeptical, the unconcerned or the non-informed
targets will give that recommendation a zero rating, and they will

tend subsequently to ignore the action recommendation. Furthermore,

if targets are skeptical about the law enforcement/criimtnal justice

system's bility to actually help them (or if they do not know much

about th law enforcement/trimihal justice system) no amount of

simplisti urgings will move them. Here the prime objective is c-

more didactic than persuasive. First, targets ought to know how "0
the criminal justice/law enforcement systems work (as well as about

its dysfunctions). Second,.targets must be given reasons to believe
in the ability of the system actually ta help to prevent or.reduce
victimization threats as perceived by targets.

4. If perceptions of threat are substantially greater than the perceived
benefits, the tendency to comply with a recommended action will be

1
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zero. Here, the task for the communicator is to attempt to allay
realistic anxieties as much as possible by trying to overcome
misbeliefs and misperceptions--if and where such exist. In cases
where in reality "benefits" from certain recommended actions are
either vague or obtuse (e.g., Howyill "I.D.ing" personal property
reduce or eliminate the threat of burglary?) or else they are
in substantive contention (e.g., the continuing debate among
professionals about the efficacy of individual versus societal
responsibility for crime prevention), the thoughtful Communicator
probably should either hold off until consensus regarding actual
and true benefits emerges, or else the responsible communicator
should inform publics about the issues involved', 'and possibly
recommend putting off taking certain actions until the issues
regarding their efficacy are finally resolved. Another possibility
open to the communicator is to 'offer secondary psychological
"reassurance" benefits, to targets.

,Under no circumstance should the respOnsible communicator
suggest a crime prevention action whose benefit to the target
either is unclear, is in doubt, or will place him or her in jeopardy.

In crime prevention the fact is that, for the Most part, the
benefits supposedly to be derived from a multitude of actions are
more hypothetical than substantive. Communications that either hide
this truth or,ignore it not only deny their targets the information
audiences might need to make' meaningful decisions about their own
lives, but such communications'become part of and help to sustain
the quackery of irresponsible propagandizers for "benefits' that
either do not exist or cannot possibly be delivered.

5. The tendency to comply with a recommended action Will be strongest
among individuals who believe themselves to be at maximal. risk and
who simultaneous) believe strongly in the benefits to be derived
from compliance. This is another way of saying that the communi-
cator's easiest t k is simply to reinforce what already is there
among certain publiet. Consequently, '!realistic believdts" are
always the most ready to (adopt reasonable action suggestions that may
appear in the media. All these targets need is 'reasonable information,
about a true "danger" and what to do about it. But even under such
"ideal" audience dispositiqn circumstances as these, we have witnessed
that there are few guarantees that automatic universal compliance
will occur, or that if initial compliance does occur, that it will
continue over time.

6. Unless a given recommended action is perceived as a truly effective
means for preventing or solving a perceived problem or difficulty,
it will not produce compliance...even among those who believe.in
the efficacy of individualized protective actions. Here the
communicator must be able to guarantee that the particular actions
advocated will result in the benefits promised for the large majority
of persons intending to,take the prescribed,actions. If the
communicator cannot offer such explicit assurance, no claims other

.23
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than tije message r ient may receive psychologicql gratification
should be made of implied regarding benefits to be derived from the

actions prescribed.

7. Even if an advocated action is perceived by audiences as being
potentially efficacious and beneficial, it will not be complied
with automatically; particularly if at the same time the action is
perceived to be either inconvenient, negatively consequential,
expensive, unpleasant, embarrassing, compficated, unavailable,

upsetting, or as requiring high frequencies of repetition over
time. In other"words, even where targetSmay believe in the efficacy
of a given actTon, they may not intend to take the advocated action
for a variety of reasons other than their intellectual acceptance
of the recommendation as an idea. In these situations communicators

might very well aim their messages at community officials to eliminate
as many strqctural/situational barriers to compliance as possible
(e.g., increase police "visibility"); or to decrease the cost and
complexity of an advocated action prior to recommending those actions
to individuals who compr'se the "public."'

,8. Intellectual information, while often necessary, is frequently not
.sufficient to the development of crime prevention beliefs that can
impel compliance.or'even intent to comply. Consequently, people

who are, unconcerned about a particular aspect of their security to .

begin with are least likely (1) to attend to communications relating
to that aspect of self-protectidn or (2) to believe in the efficacy
of recommended actions, should their exposure to such material
occur either by accident or through some form of coercion which may

result in 'their finding themselves members of a "captive" audience.

24
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CONTROLLING ACTION DEMANDS

In those communications circumstances where control is diminished by
structural/situational restraints, the temptation is to toss out a veritablesmorgasbord of action demands in the hope that someone "out there",may bepersuaded to partake of some of the fare,- ,In such circumstances, unspecifiedpublics are presented with "menus" that offer a variety of "hints" and "tips"
(the McGrOff informati'bn booklet.contains no less than 60 different tips and
hints--each requiring a specific action) 'from which persons may choosesomething to their liking.-

What usually happensiin these situations. is that audiences who may beinterested in specific information that is tailored to their particular
experiences, needs, and interests are "turned off" by what they-perceive tobe a veritable barrage of irrelevancies. Rarely will they make the effort touncover the one tidbit that might interest them.

Controlling action demands. involves paring down the total array ofpossible things one would like to see people do in order to protect themselvesto a manageable few--those with the highest prospects for spccess.

Communicators can cut on the numbers of actions they are promotingby not focusing on actions: that are already engaged in by majorities pf thepublic; by not focusing on= actions that are questionable in regard to theprimary "benefits" they produce; by not focusing on person-protection actionsthat require mental alertness aryl pETS-ical skills which cannot be acquiredsimply by reading, a pamphlet or watching a PSA; and by not recommending
infeasible actions that are complex and difficult to undertake, for examplesuch as suggesting to elderly individuals who reside in what they consider tobe dangerous locales to "form" crime control patrols with their suspicious-
acting "neighbors.",

In crime prevention, messages designed for the great majority of perSonswho have not experienced victimization' plus the minority who have, the totalnumber of voluntary actions that can be demanded with some hope of successare surprisingly few.in number--no more than, five:

1. Sustain positive` behavior (e.g, Continue locking the entry doors)

2. Cease or diminish'negative,
or at-risk, behavior (e.g. Don't_ leave ,..the car keys in the ignition when leaving the vehicle);

3. Take precautionary measures (e.g. Install a dead bolt lock; "L.D."
your persohal property);

4. Adopt or increase'precautionar
behavior in suspicious or unsafe

environments (e.g., Keep an eye on your neighbor's residence; contactthe police when you notice suspicious.persons or behaviors);

?5
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5. Avoid unsafe environments (e.g. Don't go out alone in suspicious
Plocales; drive instead of walking in dangerous areas).

The determination of which action-demands shall be given high, low and

no priority goes hand-in-hand with the deliagation of specifically identified

targets to whom the demands will be addressed. 'Target delineation, it has
been pointed out, is not at all a simple process of arbitrdrily selecting
potential audiences a priori on the bases of just their ages, sex, or Aficomes.

One way for communication planners to begin systematic control procedures
regard to their public communications is literally to write down the

si5ecifics for each action demand they wish to promilgate well before they
decide to shotgun all the demands they can possibly conjure up out to an
unspecified public. Obviously, the demands that best "fit in''with target
orientations to action as well as with.palicy priorities are the ones that
(flight to be pushed forward, while those not."fitting in"' ought to'be laid

aside or abandoned altogether.

The outline suggested looks something like this:

1. Content of action demand explicitly stated.

a. How complex is it?

b. How costly is it?

c. How much of what kind of skills and resources does target need
in order to comply?

d. How often does the action need to be repeated to be effective?

e.a Is the action mostly. concerned with person protection or with

'property protection?

'2. Benefits to compliers explicitly stated.

a. What actual benefits 1N compliers to experience?

1) Primary benefits (e.g., reduction in theft 'insurance

premiums).

2) Secondary benefits (e.g., feeling assured that "something"

is being done to prevent crime).

b. How long will it take for compliers to: experience the benefits--

. promised?
/')

c. What explicit assurances can be offered to message recipients
that compliance will indeed result in either the reduction or

elimination of the threat of victimization?

3. "Costs" to compliers explicitly stated.

a. Money costs.

b. Time costs.
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c. Psychological costs (e.g., increase i anxiety).
d. Work costs; how much energy must beput into the activity in

order to experience the promised benefits?

4- 'De /ailed target description.explicitly stated in terms of

Demographic attributes.

Crime related experiences,
concerns, beliefs as well as in

terms of its past and current protective action orientationsand behaviors.

Media orientations, behaviors and habits.

Priority for making demand vis-a-vis policy and vis-a-vis potentiality
for successful compliance by target.

Priority Rating
Rationale for Rating

a. High

b. Moderate

c. Low

dnce the action-demands/target priorities are determined, the plannercan move into the development of a four-tiered message strategy that is(1). information-oriented, (2) reinforcement-oriented, (3) belief-motivationoriented, and (4) action-oriented.

The sale purpose of "information" is to enlighten by virtue of itsability to reduce uncertainty. Its purpose principally is not to affectbehavior. . The data from the University of Denver studies demonstrate therelative :impotence of "information" alone in influencing crime preventionbehavior. 4?

Still, we note that "information" is the only tool that public.communi-cations practitioners have to work with. But it is erroneous to assume thatintellectual information is the only available tool here.

In addition to intellectual information, targets require risk estimation-information; reassurance information; concrete 'benefits" vs. "costs"infdrmation; and above all-, instrumental information which spells'out in veryspecific detail precisely what is being demanded from the targdt along withthe specific lleps the target must take in order to (1) carry out the demandsto the letter, and (2) to experience the exact net bepefits that complianceWill produce.

The range of "information"
messages that can posibly be useful here isquite limited. Thei'e are no more than eight:
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1. Exposition of the "at risk" concept, including data orivictimization
and its causes.-

2. Placement of target on a specific risk point on the continuum with
exposition regarding consequence expectancies. (How likely is
target to be victimized?)

3. Exposition regarding synergistic interactions between negative
behaviors and high risk environments: (How likely is not taking
protection actions in dangerous locales to result in viClimization?)

4. Exposition 'regarding efficacy of the crime prevention system.

5. Exposition rega,ng the efficacy of individualized protective
actions.

6. Information regarding sources of'help other than the police, and
how to gain access to them.

7. Proofs for claims.

8. Exposition regarding rationalization, delay and denial mechanisms
that serve to inhibit compliance to the detriment of the target.

Additionally, there is just one primary "benefit" that crime prevention
message targets must be "informed" about; namely that compliance with the
advocated action will indeed result in either the reduction or elimination of
a specific crime threat or danger.

All too often, in their zeal to "chatIge attitudes and behavior," purposive
public communications practitioners simply forget to reinforce the "good guy"
-majorities that already are practicing advocatedactions.- They forget to
"stroke" the individuals who practice positive behaviors with "wellldone,"
"thanks" and "keep up the good work" messages--messages that can serve two
very important functions. One is creating a favorable climate in which
positive action-takers are encouraged to continue to behave in an approved
fashion; The other being the setts of "examples" vis-a-vis "recognition"
(i.e., social reward) that is acc d to persons who do indeed comply with

ameliorative demands.

Perhaps. the most important finding from the University of Denver research
s that, by virtue of their general disinterest in crime prevention or their

ack of self-confidence, large 'Ambers of Americans appear to be unprepared
to take many of the protective actions that are being advocated in efforts
like McGruff.

In the specific we have noted a considerable skepticism about the efficacy
of individualized protective action-taking and that beliefs about the ability

of such behaviors to actually reduce crime have a powerful influence on
protective action-taking; on membership in informal community protection

4
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organizations; and on individuals' beliefs'*regarding their own personal
competence to prevent crimes.

s

Similarly, we have noted strong relationships between interest in crime
prevention and being (and keeping) informed about it; joining in with formal
community groups;'and taking (property) protective actions. .

The data on public reactions to the initial McGruff campaign suggestthat perhaps it has been premature to launch action-demands compaigns onbehalf of crime prevention.without first building up a very solid "climate
for acceptance." That is.to say, people who have little interest in crime
prevention are not likely to respond enthusiastically to messages urging them
to take a wide array of .crime prevention actiobs. Interest generally precedes
action.. In a similar vein, we cannot expect individuals to take recommended
crime prev.entibn actions tf they do not believe (1) that they can actually.carry out thOse actions or (2) that such actions will actually reduce or
eliminate the threat of victimization.

artIK

There is much work to-be ilpne, particularly in regard to strengthening
public beliefs in the efficacy -8'5 individualized protective action-taking tobegin with.- Additionally, target publics such as women, the elderly, and the
residents of dangerous neighborhoods need to have their beliefs in their own
competence to .protect. self and property strengthened. Finally, various
publics' interest in crime prevention per se must be sparked to a much greater
extent than heretofore.

All this requires considerable effort before we can expect large-scale
success with action-demands campaigns alone7Tirother words, we must begin
froM the beginning, and start building the public's motivations to act onbehalf of crime prevention instead of trying to force them to act, regardless
of motivation. The time for beginning the task is now.

t
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V

VIII. CONSIDERING THE COMMUNICATIONS CONSUMER

We offer one concluding observation of importance for the communications

practitioner to consider. In addition to adopting the best empirically
grounded strategies possible, the practitioner in crime prevent.* public

communications needs to consider a number of consumer rights, to wit:

.
.

1. The crime prevention consumer has a right not to be insulted--not

to*:be treated as dumb, ignorant, neglectful, irresponsible, or-
apathetic. . -- .

47,
.

2. Consu rs have a right to receive crime prevention messages that

are o interest to them; that are relevant to their needs; and not

to the 'nterests and needs of the communicator.

3. Crime prevention communicators must practice truth.in labelind.

The consumer has the'right to know which of the communicated "facts "'

are totally true; which are partially true, and which are mere

specilations and hypotheses. He or she must be given all the
evidence on which assertions of "truth" are offered.

4. _The crime prevention information consumer has a right to messages

4 that are attractively put together, that are stimulating, that are
easily comprehended, and well organized so that processing,of the

information by individuals can be accomplished with celerity and

ease.

5. Crime prevention inforMation consumers haye the right to be addressed,

unobtrusively. They have the right not to be shouted Sat, conned,

hustled, ridiculed or coerced..

6. Crime prevention consumers have the right to reject all demands

that require inordinate expenditures of effort, time, or money on

their part. ,They also have the right to reject all demands upon

them that are vague, obtuse, ap,d'that are infeasible.

400
7. Crime prevention information consumers have a right to know the

specific benefits they will experience if and when they comply with

prevention action demands. They have a right to' know all the

negatives that are involved in complying with advocated actions as

well

8. Consumers of crime prevention information have the right to reject

messages that are mundane, prosaic, dull or pedantic--messages that

,lack imagination, appeal, and regard for their audiences.
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IX. THE MCGRUFF CAMPAIGN*

4

The National Citizens Crime Prevention Campaign is a nationwide public
education program to enlist citizen action in preventing crime. The campaign
underscores the fact that citizens--together,withlaw enforcement- -can andshould ke action against crime.

Recent studies have confirmed that the overwhelming majority of Americans
arg'concerned about crime. The campaign responds to.this concern. It lets
people know that action is possiblt by offering practical tips on how to
reduce the risk of being victimized'and by suggesting ways to make neighborhoods
and communities safer.

The campaign has four major objectives:

1. To change unwarranted feelings about crime and the criminal justice
system, particularly those feelings of frustration and hopelessness.

2. To generate an individual! sense of responsibility among citizens.'

3. To encourage citizens, working within their communities and with
local law enforcement, to'take collective crime prevention action.

4, To enhance existing crime prevention programs at local, state and
national levels.

A. Who Is Behind It?

The campajgn is sponsored by the Crime Prevention Coalition--a group of37 national non-profit membership,organizations and 11 Federal agencies. The
Cpalitiqn's role is to provide over 1,1 guidance to the campaign and to helppromote it nationwide.

The Coalitionrepreseini?a parthership busineSs, laborlaw enforcement,
government and citizen groups in a common effort to prevent crime. It includes
dfbups such as the National Association of Attorneys General4. the American
Association of Retired Persons, the Naticinal Association of CouPties, and the
Insurance Information Institute. -,

A

The Office of Justice'' Assistance, Research and Statistics (OJARS) of the
Department of Juptice is the convenor of the Coalition, coordinates the
overall effort and is the principal ,source of funds. Under a grant from
OJARS, the National Council on Crime-and Delinquency (NCCD) provides Secretariatservices to the Coalition.

The media portion of the campaign under the auspices of The Adver-
tising Council, Inc., d-private, non-pro it organization which conducts public

*This' description of The McGruff Campaign objectives, and results has been
provided by Office of Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics ( OJARS).

,
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service advertising in the public interest. 'Other Ad Council campaigns include
the American Red Cross, the United Negro College Fund, the JOBS pOgram of the
National Alliance of Businessmen, and the Srtokey the Bear forest fire prevention
program of the U.S. Department of Agritulture. All Ad Council Campaigns are

non-partisan politically, non-sectarian and non-commercial.

B. Development

Initial impetus for a national campaign, came from discussions beginning
in late 1977 between the Federal Bureau of Investigation (under the leadership
of then director Clarence Kelly) and The Advertising Council. tThese discussions
soon expanded to include the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, The
National Council on Crime and Delinquent and the AFL -CIO.

LEAA (now OJARS) submitted a forma proposal to The Advertising Council

in March of 197 , asking the Council to ake on,a major national media campaign
on crime preven ion. This proposal sp lled out the basic strategy: hig

quality public s rvice advertising complemented by a comprehensive fulfilitment
effort of written materia)s, training and technical assistance. From th

outset, it was clear that advertising alone would not be enough. Increased
awareness would have to be matched by assistance to translate awareness into
action.

Another basic element of the,strajegy was that the Campaign would be a
cooperative undertaking, sponsored by national orgahizations committed to
crime prevetion and wanting to participate. LEAA would provide the'bulk of

the funding, matched in part by funds donated by NCCD.

The Advertising Council, after rigorous screening, accepted the proposal

in tlIg. Fall of 1978. Over the next .2 months major effort was committed to

developing campaign themes, objectives and mater-i-als. Two groups were formed

to help with this process: a Response Management Group composed of represen-
tatives of such,organizationsas the International Association of Chiefs of
Police, the American Association of Retired Persons and the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, and a Technical Working Group composed of state and local
crime prevention practitioners. In addttion, the volunteer advertising
agency conducted fie-ld research.

The 'campaign was officially launched in early 1980, with the release of

the first phase of public service advertising. The centerpiece of the campaign

is a nationwide, multi-media effort that features a trench-coated animated dog
named McGruff (see sample artwork in Appendix 1).

C. Funding

The campaign depends heavily on volunteer resourc All creative work

donated by the volunteer ad agency (Dancer Fitzger ld Sample).- All time
and space are contributed as a public service by the m dia. Much of the promo-

tional eff9rt is through the volunteer work of, criminal justice'professionaTs

) and citizen and community leaders alike.

ch.
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Federal funds have been used to pay for out -of- pocket. production costs,
development and distribution of booklets, and training and technical assistance
support. Total annual Federal costs run about $1 million.

The'study reported here was cofidufted during the first plise of the
campaign which focused on offering audiences.tips about protecting homes and
property! Later phass of the campaign which, at this wi,iting, are still
underway, were design d to emphasize the importance of observing and reporting
suspected criminal behavior and, organizing neighborhood and local groups in
support of various community crime prevention activities.

11 ( 4
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1.

But you will. See, I've been
assigned to help you Jearn how
to protect yourself against
cvime.

You'll be seeing a lot of
me, but in the meantime, write
to: Crime Prevention Coalition,
Box 6600, Rockvi le, Maryland
20850.

Find out-what you c
to protect yourself and y
neighbors. That'll help.

TAKE A: TE OUT OF

'rc 1979 The Advertising Council. Inc
rillA message from We CrameTTevention Coe:11(.1°n.

Ms pubhcatton and The Ad Coo nell OATICI

CRIME PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. CP-79.054[A]-3 COL.

.vosifrA

CAMPAIGN ART SAMPLE
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